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“My favorite thing”
Ms. Megumi Arai
Good afternoon everyone.
Do you like music? Do you like drama? Do you like dance?
I like them all. So, I like musicals very much.
If you haven’t seen them, you should watch them at least once. Because, it has good points.
Do you know “Gekidanshiki”? “Gekidanshiki” is a famous theatrical company in Japan.
We can watch a lot of musicals.
For example, “The Sound of music” and ”The phantom of the opera”.
When I was five years old, I went to the theater to watch a musical for the first time.
A program was “Lion King”.
I didn’t want to watch it, because I had known the story by Disney animation.
And, humans act a lot of savanna’s animals.
I didn’t think that they could act like real animals.
But, I was surprised at they did so.
The actors entertained the audiences with lines, songs, and dances.
I felt they are very cool, because they tried to communicate with us by movements and
expressions.
And it is interesting for me to communicate with each other by movements and expressions,
which is very special and not everyday life communication.
Musical ‘s actors excel in communication skill.
So, what they do on the stage is similar to what I will do on my future job.
I have a dream to become an English teacher.

I want to communicate with a lot of children by languages, movements, and expressions.
And I want to teach them that languages, movements, and expressions are very important for
communication.
Musicals show us the new different world from our daily life.
Actors are trying not only leading actors but also every supporting actors to convey the same
messages.
By the way, recently my favorite musical is “Hair Spray”.
The musical is the stage in Baltimore USA. And, this musical was movie.
The heroine of musical is little fat, but she loves singing and dancing very much.
I like her cheerful and fine character. Just seeing her makes me happy.
I haven’t watched real stage yet, so I want to watch this in Broadway someday.
Do you like music, drama, or dance?
If you do, let’s go to the theater to watch musicals.
I’m sure you will have an unforgettable experience. You will never regret. Thank you for
listening to my speech.

